POSITIVE THURSDAYS IN DUB is
a group of experienced musicians,
who loved experiments with
sound and jazz improvisation.
It all started in late 2011 as
a musical project, which was
an extension of Positive Thursdays
radio show - broadcasted
continuously since 2006. Passion
for dub made created a project
that with expanded time grow
with new members and as a live
act start to play regular concerts.
In such form, they functioned
almost 4 years in between
organizing such successful
events as Thursday Bass Addicts,
Island Bass Addicts, True Bass
Addicts or 71Hz Unity. Additinally
they supported artists such as
legendaryBritish reggae group
Steel Pulse, vocalist of Black Uhuru
ichael Rose and Jamaican
reggae singer Etana or Dutch
reggae/dub producer Twilight
Circus and Polish bass music
producer Hatti Vatti.
They also toured abroad
appearing in Scotland during
ee Dub Festival in 2014, and
in Bulgaria on Student Camp
Summer Fest 2013. In fall of 2013
they played live dub session at
Radio RA in roclaw as first
band in history of this radio. This
session was broadcast live directly
from studio giving birth of RA
Sessions cycle. In 2014 they start
cooperating with British singer
Ghetto Priest (Asian Dub Foundation/
On U Sound).
Year 2015 is a breakthrough for
the group. DJ live act turned into
a full-fledged band that includes
experienced musicians who above
all value experiments with sounds
and musical freedom. They left
together on a journey looking for
your own unique sound.

Intensive work in the studio results
with the creation of new tunes.
Additionally, in 2016 Gheto Preist
came to rocław to work together
with the band. Effect of this visit is the
documentary movie "Rockin 'In Babylon",
which was recorded during studio
sessions. Since than band hasn't
slowed down, appearing at various
events in the country as Independent
Dub Day 2017. They also opened show
for a popular French band Dub Inc.
during their visits in Poland.
2018 is, apart from concerts, mainly
focus and works on an original material.
Concept of the album "Landing On Planet
Dub” was released on April 4th, 2020
by a Dutch label Rockers Artists Agency,
with whom band has been cooperating
since 2019.
Shows of Positive Thursdays in DUB
are above all focused to show everyone
a broad spectrum of reggae and dub music.
Overcrowded with improvisation
performances make it unique every time
no concert are the same. It's fun from
playing music and a specific transfer of
the idea of sound system juggling speeds
and moods on organic sound of the band.

POSITIVE THURSDAYS IN DUB
Sebastian Pachecki - trumpet, fx
Adam Kurek - trombone, fx
Rafał Konert - percussion, sample, fx
aciek olański - bass
arcin łodarczyk - keyboards
ichał Lange - drums
Piotr Pac-Pomarnacki - sound engineer

LANDING ON PLANET DUB
“Landing on Planet Dub” is
the first album from
Positive Thursdays in DUB.
Recording of this material
lasted from July 2018 to
April 2019.
Reggae pulsation, dub
spaces, jazz flair. All these
sounds inspired band and
were driving force to
find a common language
that all eight members had
to learn to use. Fruit of this
meeting, as well as the
various influences that they
all bring to creation of this
album can be found within
these nine tunes.
"Landing on Planet Dub" is
kind of a story - history of
landing on dub planet. Band
decided take the listener on
a journey. itn unnecessary
words and no compromises.
Live drums bass, keyboards,
percussion, sample, extensive
brass section that consist
saxophones, trombone,
trumpet and flugelhorn, which
perfectly fills the space that
was created during live
recording in the studio. Thanks
to that procedure whole album
gain it’s organic sound. It’s a
joyful play with music
and composition.
here is this journey going?
Listener must answer this
question by his own.
Everyone has to paint own
picture and write own course
of this story.
Close your eyes and fly ...

EDIA ABOUT ALBU
“Extremely enjoyable space adventure by
this Polish live dub crew”
REGGAE.BE
“Listening to this album is like listening to
the soundtrack of a movie”
REGGAE-VIBES.CO

LISTEN TO ALBU
clicking on icon will take you to streaming platform

NE LOGO
ith emergence of concept
for "Landing on Planet Dub ”
album coincided in time with
need of refresh bands logo.
The new logo is modeled on
the classic NASA logotype.
Numbers on the bottom of
the circle 6907200719
commemorates landing of
the first man on the oon,
which took place on July
20th, 1969. The second date,
July 20th, 2019 is the 50th
anniversary of this event
as well the moment of
completing the final works
on the album and presentation
promomix.

REMIXED ON PLANET DUB
In February 2021 we release
remixed version of the album
“Landing On Planet DUB ".
New release is titled
Remixed On Planet DUB ” are
eight fresh views at the tunes
that can be find on the original
recording.
Remixes was done by such
artists as British dub scene
veterans - Vibronics from
Leicester, and one of the
members of London’s finest
Bush Chemists collective
- Chazbo. Caribbean vibe was
added by Trinidad based
Suns Of Dub. Album also
includes: Dutch producer
Uncle Fester On Acid and
polish representants such
as Dod
/ and Jabbadub.

IMPORTANT SHOS OF POSITIVE THURSDAYS IN DUB

STUDENT CAMP SUER FEST 2013 | ALBENA | BULGARIA
SUPPORT FOR STEEL PULSE 2013 | ROCŁA | POLAND
LIVE BROADCASTED SHO AT RADIO RA 2013 | ROCŁA | POLAND
EEDUB FESTIVAL 2014 | EDINBURGH | SCOTLAND
XX REGGAE NAD ARTĄ 2014 & GHETTO PRIEST | GORZÓ LKP | POLAND
REGGAE NAD ISŁOKIE 2015 & GHETTO PRIEST | RZESZÓ | POLAND
INDEPENDET DUB DAY 2017 | ROCŁA | POLAND
XXXV RA SESSION 2017 | ROCŁA | POLAND
INOBRANIE 2018 | ZIELONA GÓRA | POLAND
LAS FESTIVAL 2020 | PACZYN | POLAND
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RECORDING SESSION ITH GHETTO PRIEST 2016

VIDEO

click on picture will take you to YouTube

CONTACT
RAFAŁ KONERT
0048 786 186 054
rafal.konert@gmail.com
POSITIVETHURSDAYS.CO

